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Act No. 55, 1935. 
\.n Act to amend the Co-operation Act, 1923-

1935, in certain respects; and for purposes 
connected therewith. [Assented to, 16th 
December, 1935.] 

BE it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-

lative Council and Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of 
the same, as follows :- 

This Act may be cited as the "Co-operation Short title. 
(Further Amendment) Act, 1935." 

2. The Co-operation Act, 1923-1935, is amended— 	Amendment 
of Aet, (a) (i) by inserting at the end of subsection one of No. 1,1924. 

section thirty-four the following words— 
( 
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for objects which include the objects speci-
fied in paragraph (c) or paragraph (h) of 
subsection one of section seven of this Act, 
and which, in the conduct of its operations, 
carries out or gives effect to the objects 
specified in either or both of such para-
graphs, may become a component society of 
an association of trading societies"; 
by inserting in subsection two of the same 
section after the words "component 
society" the words "of that association (not 
being a rural society which has become a 
component society of an association of 
trading societies) "; 
by inserting in subsection three of the same 
section after the words "component 
society" the words "of that association (not 
being a rural society which has become a 
component society of an association of 
trading societies)." 

(b) by inserting next after subsection three of 
section thirty-seven the following new subsec-
tion :— 

(3A) The union may do all or any of the 
things, if specified in or authorised by its rules, 
as incidental to its objects, that a component 
association or a component society might do. 

By Authority: 
ALFRED JAMES KENT, I.S.O., Government Printer, Sydney.-1936. 
[3d.] 



I certify that this PUBLIC BILL,  which originated in the LEGIS 
LATIVE ASSEMBLY, has finally passed the LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL and 
the LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY Of NEW SOUTH WALES. 

W. R. McCOURT, 
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly. 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, 
Sydney, 11 December, 1935. 
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Act No. 55, 1935. 
An Act to amend the Co-operation Act, 1923-

1935, in certain respects; and for purposes 
connected therewith. [Assented to, 16th 
December, 1935.] 

BE it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-

lative Council and Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of 
the same, as follows :- 

This Act may be cited as the "Co-operation Short title. 
(Further Amendment) Act, 1935." 

The Co-operation Act, 1923-1935, is amended— Amendment 
of Act, 

(a) (i) by inserting at the end of subsection one of No. 1, 1921. 
section thirty-four the following words— 
"But a rural society which has been formed see. 
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for 

I have examined this Bill, and find it to correspond in all respects 
with the Bill as finally passed by both Houses. 

W. W. HEDGES, 
Chairman of Committees of the Legislative Assembly. 
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for objects which include the objects speci-
fied in paragraph (c) or paragraph (h) of 
subsection one of section seven of this Act, 
and which, in the conduct of its operations, 
carries out or gives effect to the objects 
specified in either or both of such para-
graphs, may become a component society of 
an association of trading societies"; 
by inserting in subsection two of the same 
section after the words "component 
society" the words "of that association (not 
being a rural society which has become a 
component society of an association of 
trading societies) " ; 
by inserting in subsection three of the same 
section after the words "component 
society" the words "of that association (not 
being a rural: society which has become a 
component society of an association of 
trading societies)." 

(b) by inserting next after subsection three of 
section thirty-seven the following new subsec-
tion :— 

(3A) The union may do all or any of the 
things, if specified in or authorised by its rules, 
as incidental,  to its objects, that a component 
association or a component society might do. 

In the mane and' on behalf of His Majesty I assent 
to this Act. 

A. HORE-RUTHVEN, 
Government House, 	 Governor; 

Sydney, 113th December, 1935. 



This PUBLIC BILL originated in the 1,EGtsLATIVE ASSEMBLY, 
and, having this day passed, is now ready, fOr presentation to the 

EGISLATIVE COUNCIL for its concurrence. 

W. R. McCOVRT, 
Clerk of the Legislative ..Issembly. 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, 
Sydney, 10 December, 1935. 
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Act No. , 1935. 
An Act to amend the Co-operation Act, 1923-

1935, in certain respects; and for purposes 
connected therewith. 

BE it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-

lative Council and Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of 

5 the same, as-follows :- 
1,, This Act may be cited as the "Co-operation 

(Further Amendment) Act, 1935." 
2. The Co-operation Act, 1923-1935, is amended— 

(a) (i) by inserting at the end of subsection one of 
section thirty-four the following words—
"But a rural society which has been formed 
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for objects which include the objects speci-
fied in paragraph (c) or paragraph (h) of 
subsection one of section seven of this Act, 
and which, in the conduct of its operations, 

	

5 	 carries out or gives effect to the objects 
specified in either or both of such para-
graphs, may become a component society of 
an association of trading societies"; 

(ii) by inserting in subsection two of the same 

	

10 	 section after the words "component 
society" the words "of that association (not 
being a rural society which has become a 
component society of an association of 
trading societies) "; 

	

15 	(iii) by inserting in subsection three of the same 
section after the words "component 
society" the words "of that association (not 
being a rural society which has become a 
component society of an association of 

	

20 	 trading societies)." 
(b) by inserting next after subsection three of 

section thirty-seven the following new subsec-
tion :— 

(3A) The union may do all or any of the 

	

25 	things, if specified in or authorised by its rules, 
as incidental to its objects, that a component 
association or a component society might do. 

Sydney: Alfred James Kent, I.S.O., Government Printer-1986. 
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